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New Vaillant ecoTEC plus gas-fired condensing boiler 
suitable for all types of gas as standard 

 

 ecoTEC plus with IoniDetect as standard and in new design 

 Vaillant ecoTEC plus recognises the gas type and automatically compensates 

for fluctuations in gas quality 

 Vaillant ecoTEC plus also suitable for liquid gas 

 

Remscheid, 23 March 2021 – Vaillant has completely upgraded the ecoTEC plus gas-

fired condensing boiler: The new ecoTEC plus is equipped with IoniDetect self-adapting 

combustion control as standard. So far, IoniDetect has only been used in ecoTEC 

exclusive. IoniDetect makes Vaillant gas-fired boilers future-proof and ensures that they 

work particularly efficiently. Each boiler automatically adjusts to different gas types and 

qualities and can also run on liquid gas, thus ensuring clean, safe and efficient 

combustion at all times. The boilers, which are even more economical now, are easy on 

the environment and on the wallet. 

 

“We will need to expect fluctuating gas types and qualities in the future, and so we are 

continually improving our gas-fired condensing systems and increasing their flexibility,” 

says Sebastian Albert, Head of Product and Service Management at Vaillant Germany. 

“Our modern intelligent technology puts them in an ideal position for different gas types 

and qualities.”  

 

New design and Internet connection 

The new ecoTEC plus has been designed from scratch and adjusted to suit its storage 

solutions. The ecoTEC plus includes the option of adding an Internet interface, the 

sensoNET Internet module, which can easily be connected underneath the boiler in a 

plug-and-play installation, providing it with Internet connectivity and allowing remote 

servicing. This saves time and money, both for the installer and for the customer. The 

owner of the heating system can control the appliance via an intuitive smartphone 

application called sensoAPP. With the purchase of an ecoTEC plus Vaillant customers will 
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be given the sensoNET Internet module for free during the campaign period from 1 April 

to 30 June 2021.  

 

ecoTEC exclusive now also suitable for liquid gas 

The Vaillant ecoTEC exclusive gas-fired condensing boiler has undergone further 

technical development and now also runs on liquid gas – at the same purchase price. This 

will open up new market opportunities for installers. As a hybrid system in combination 

with solar thermal energy, the ecoTEC exclusive gas-fired condensing boiler has an 

energy efficiency rating of A+. It also has been awarded the Vaillant Green iQ label for 

particularly sustainable and highly efficient Vaillant heating technology combined with 

intelligent and intuitive controls.  

 

Thanks to intelligent combustion control, the new ecoTEC plus and ecoTEC exclusive are 

fail-safe and low-maintenance. Also, the user-friendly device and control concept provides 

support for installers, ensuring that installation and set-up are both simple and fast.  

 

One-stop shopping 

For hot-water production, the Vaillant range includes two wall-hung hot-water storages: 

the uniSTOR and actoSTOR, specially tailored to suit Vaillant gas-fired condensing 

boilers, both technically and visually. Alternatively, there are combination appliances, 

either with integrated hot-water generation or with integrated hot-water storage.  

 

Want to know more? Take a look at our online ISH digital 2021 feature aimed 

specifically at journalists at www.vaillant-group.com, where you can find extensive 

multimedia press materials. 

 

 

About Vaillant 

Vaillant offers its customers worldwide eco-friendly, energy-saving heating and ventilation systems that make 
increasing use of renewable energies. Its product portfolio encompasses solar-thermal and photovoltaic 
systems, heat pumps, ventilation systems for low-energy buildings, split air-conditioning units, high-efficiency 
heating systems using fossil fuels, and intelligent controls. 
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Contact 

 

 

For your Twitter channel 

In the future, the new #gas-fired condensing boiler #ecoTEC plus from #Vaillant will be 

sold with #IoniDetect technology as standard. The new ecoTEC is also suitable for 

#liquid gas. #ISHdigital2021 #climate protection #Lgas #Hgas @vaillant_de  

 
 

 

For your Facebook channel 
In the future, the new gas-fired condensing boiler ecoTEC plus from Vaillant will be sold 

with IoniDetect technology as standard. The ecoTEC is also suitable for liquid gas. 

 

 

 
  

Dr Jens Wichtermann       
Director Corporate Communications, 
Sustainability Management & Government Relations 
Vaillant Group 
42850 Remscheid, Germany 
 
Schellhorn Public Relations 
Martin Schellhorn 
Blombrink 1 
45721 Haltern am See, Germany 

Phone:                 +49 2191 18-2754 
Mobile:  +49 175 2951810 
E-mail:   jens.wichtermann@vaillant-group.com 
Web:  www.vaillant-group.com 
 
 
Phone:  +49 2364 108199 
Mobile:   +49 177 3225802 
Fax:  +49 2364 2877 
E-mail:  martin.schellhorn@schellhorn-pr.de 
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Press photos 
 

 
 
Caption: The new Vaillant ecoTEC plus gas-fired condensing boiler is equipped with IoniDetect 
technology as standard, so that it works reliably regardless of the gas type or quality. 
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Caption: The new ecoTEC plus can be supplemented with an Internet interface, thus allowing 
remote servicing. The interface can easily be connected underneath the boiler in a plug-and-play 
installation. 
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